
Clash of Clans

**About Clash of Clans** 

Clash of Clans is one of the most popular mobile games worldwide. In this game you have to join a

clan and protect your own village from the adverse clans. 

In Clash of Clans you are a member of a clan. You clan’s main aim is to protect your own village

from enemies. Build your own village, join a clan or establish your very own clan with your friends.

You have to plan your battle strategy very well so that you can protect your village from enemies

optimally. Compete against your friends or other players from all over the world and become a part

of the strongest clan. 

**Clash of Clans – how does it work?**

-	Live the clan lifestyle: Clash of Clans is all about building clans. You can either join an already

existing clan or you establish your very own clan. You can invite your friends in your clan so that

your clan can be enlarged and become stronger. 

-	Defend your village: In Clash of Clans you build your own village which you have to protect from

adverse clans. For this purpose you can equip your village with cannons, bombs, traps or other

defensive measures. These means complicate an intrusion by your enemies. 

-	Clan wars: You can compete against other players from all over the world with your clan. Win the

clan wars and show the others who is the strongest clan.  

-	The right battle strategy: Not only a good defense is important for the protection of your village

but also a good battle strategy. You can deploy different magic, forces or heroes which support

you in your fight. 

-	Fight peacefully: You can compete against friends in the so called friendly matches or friendly

wars. In these matches it’s all about fun. Find out who owns the stronger and better clan. 

Conclusion: Clash of Clans inspires millions of players worldwide. To plan the right battle strategy

and to equip your village with the right defense, smartness is in demand. Proof that you have what

it takes to become the strongest clan member and fight with your clan against other players from

all over the world. Just use the links below which will forward you to App Store or Google Play

Store. 


